Rave Reviews
from Jeb Dunnuck
for 2017 LUCIA WINES

PISONI IS DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE that our 2017 Lucia wines have just earned excellent
reviews from distinguished wine critic Jeb Dunnuck. These wines, whose grapes are all sourced from estate
fruit produced under vineyard manager Mark Pisoni’s watchful eye, are crafted by winemaker Jeff Pisoni.
Dunnuck found the entire Lucia “lineup” worthy of high praise, from Lucia Chardonnay Santa Lucia
Highlands (“a winner”) and our Pinot Noir Santa Lucia Highlands (“a gem”) to the “rich, full-bodied”
and “powerful” Lucia Syrah Soberanes Vineyard and Lucia Pinot Noir Garys’ Vineyard, which he named a
“seamless wine . . . with outstanding balance as well as length.”
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“. . . one seriously good
Pinot Noir.”

“. . . terrific depth of fruit and
a great finish.”

“. . . a winner and well
worth seeking out.”

95+ points

95 points

“. . . a gem of a wine that’s
unquestionably at the same level
as the single vineyard releases.”

93 points

94 points
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Susan’s Hill

Soberanes Vineyard
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“. . . it has a Cornas-like
bouquet of black fruits,
smoked herbs. . .”

“Outstanding. . . a rich, fullbodied, powerful wine that
just sings of Syrah.”

“. . . terrific depth
of fruit and a
great finish.”

“. . . ripe, sexy, full-bodied
effort that holds onto beautiful
purity and elegance.”

94-96 points

95 points

95 points

94 points
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